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ASPECTS OF POSITIVE ENGAGEMENT 
 
“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is 
success.”      - Henry Ford 
 
Three Aspects of Positive Engagement 
1. Establishment of a trusting and mutually respectful working relationship. 
2. Agreement on treatment goals. 
3. Collaboration on mutually negotiated tasks to reach these goals (Bordin, 1979). 
 
Definition: Engaging is the process of establishing a mutually trusting and respectful 
helping relationship. 
 
Engaging involves the use of client-centered communication skills, such as empathy, 
spirit and collaboration. Practice skills include OARS, open ended questions, 
affirmations, reflections, and summaries. 
 
From the client’s perspective, a person might be asking: 
• Do I feel respected by this person/CM? 
• Does he/she listen to and understand me? 
• Do I trust this person? 
• Do I have a say in what happens in this consultation/discussion? 
• Am I being offered options rather than a one-size-fits-all approach? 
• Does he/she negotiate with rather than dictate to me? 
 
Strategies to help build engagement 
1. What does the person want? Ask and listen. 
2. What is your sense of how important the client’s goal(s) may be? 
3. Be welcoming. Look for what you can genuinely appreciate and comment positively. 
4. Provide the client with some sense of what to expect from you 
5. Offer hope. Explain what you do, and present a positive and honest picture.  
 
What promotes Engagement? 
• Desires or goals -What did s/he want or hope for? 
• Importance -How much of a priority is it? 
• Positivity -Did s/he feel welcomed, valued and respected? 
• Expectations -What did s/he think would happen? How did the experience fit                 
   with what you expected? 
• Hope -Do s/he think that this situation helps people like him or her?  
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TRAPS TO ENGAGEMENT 

Assessment / Question & Answer Trap 
In this trap the provider and client fall into a pattern of question/answer, 
question/answer, and so on. This pattern is that it tends to elicit passivity and closes off 
access to deeper levels of experience. Thus, clients are not encouraged to explore issues 
in depth, and the client-provider relationship becomes increasingly hierarchical. 
 
Expert Trap 
In the trap, providers fall into providing direction to the client without first helping the 
client to determine his or her own goals, direction and plans. The problem with this 
approach is that clients may tend to passively accept the provider's suggestions, and 
may only halfheartedly commit to the difficult work involved in changing.  
 
Premature Focus Trap  
Although MI does not suggest that providers simply "follow" the client’s lead as is done 
in Rogerian or Person-Centered therapy, MI also cautions providers against focusing too 
quickly on a specific problem or aspect of a problem. Difficulties with premature focus 
include raising client resistance and focusing on an unimportant or secondary problems. 
 
Labeling Trap  
The labeling trap happens when a provider attempts to convince a client that he or she 
is an "alcoholic," "addict," or some other label. MI theory disagrees with the view that 
clients must accept a label or diagnosis in order to change, and suggests that providers 
de-emphasize labels whenever possible. 
 
Chat Trap 
It is possible to fall into the trap of simply chatting and having insufficient direction to 
the conversation and/or session. There is no doubt chatting can be a friendly opener 
and can have an ice-breaking effect; however, it is unlikely to be very helpful when used 
in more than small doses.  

Confrontation/ Denial Trap 
Most have interviewed a client who is not yet ready to change and provides a 
reasonable argument in response to every statement the provider makes. The provider 
and client then engage in an argumentative, confrontation/denial trap, in which the 
client counters each argument for change with an argument for remaining the same. 
 
Blaming Trap 
Clients may wish to blame others for their problems. Providers may feel compelled to 
show the client how he or she is at fault for the difficulties encountered. Miller and 
Rollnick suggest establishing a "no-fault" policy, focusing on what’s troubling the client 
and what they may be able to do about it, rather than who’s responsible. 
 


